Deadly Liaisons

He resisted the dark huntressnow hell
use all his powers to make her his
own.Tezra Campbell treads a dangerous
line between her job as a telepathic
investigator for the Hunter Council and her
alternate life as a renegade. Beneath her
cool, professional exterior lies a dark
obsession to find the rogue vampire who
murdered her parents ten years ago and left
her sister a traumatized shell. An obsession
that drives her to use herself as
bait.Daemon, former bastard prince of
Scotland and now head of the American
vampire clans, sees Tezra as a danger to
herself and to his people. Especially if the
killer vampire takes her bait. Concerned his
own brother might be accused of the crime,
Daemon takes Tezra into custody,
intending to keep her out of the way so he
can find the killer himself.Things dont
work out the way either planned. The more
she fights him with her telepathic powers,
the more she stirs up his sexual
bloodlustthe kind only a mate can cool.
And Tezra begins to wonderis her desire
for him real, or just a way to use Daemon
to find the murderer?Its a deadly game they
both aim to wineven while they try to keep
their hearts intact. Warning: Romance with
a bite!
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Rob Stafford delivers a personal preview of a murder mystery Dangerous Liaisons. Pierre Ambroise Laclos. Table of
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